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l i v e - a b o a r d

The first new guests to step aboard the 
Utila Aggressor II routinely ask Capt. 
Nestor Vidotto the same question: “Did 
you see them?” “Them” being whale 
sharks, which live in the waters around 
Honduras’ Bay Islands year-round, but 
which are seen with the most consistency 
in March and April. “You can see the dis-
appointment in their eyes if we didn’t find 
them the week before,” says Vidotto. “It’s 
a tough way to start the week, especially 
considering all the great marine life we 
have to offer here.”

While missing out on the sharks could 
be a downer, it doesn’t have to be: The 
diving in Utila and Roatán is world 
class, with enough walls, seamounts and 
another (guaranteed) shark dive to make 
you forget the whale sharks even exist.

Though 95 percent of the UAII dives 
are accessible from the numerous land-
based operations, diving from the only 

Best of Both Worlds
Honduras’ Bay Islands deliver the goods even if the whale sharks 
are a no-show �A By DaviD Espinosa

need to know
» When to Go Calmest seas are April through October, with June being the flattest. 
Whale sharks are there year-round, but the best months are March and April. 
» Dive Conditions Water temps range from 78 to 82 degrees F. Visibility can go 
upward of 120 feet on the seamounts and walls, or drop to around 60 feet.
» Operator/Price Tag Though the company has been in the Bay Islands for years, the Utila 
Aggressor II (aggressor.com) began operations in September 2010 — so this boasts some 
extreme comfort and “new boat” smell. With nine cabins for a maximum of 18 guests, the  
Aggressor’s patented hot tub on the stern deck, and serious gustatory delights, the UAII is a floating 
luxury hotel. A deluxe cabin is $2,595 per person for seven nights and 5½ days of diving.

live-aboard in the area has its benefits: 
You get a sampling of the best sites on 
both islands in one week, and you dive the 
best sites at the most opportune times.

Of course, the only thing that will 
ever matter to many divers is seeing a 
whale shark — which is where the UAII 
excels. Instead of waiting for other oper-
ators to call in where the sharks are, the 
UAII can cruise the waters between dives  

✲

searching for the telltale boils of water, 
all while you’re snoozing in your bunk 
or eating a gourmet meal. And when 
they find the sharks, you can snorkel 
with them until you are too exhausted to 
fin any more. “The sharks are big,” says  
Vidotto, “but they’re deceptively fast.”

The opening of a barrel sponge 

at Eel Garden, Roatán, is large 

enough to fit a diver inside. 
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one of the Bay islands’ many 

sponges; (right) a longsnout 

seahorse on the Great Wall  

of Utila.

El Aguila  is  the  most  popular 

wreck in the Bay islands.

The SiTeS Of The Bay iSlandS
In general, the diving around Roatán 
and Utila is easy with mild to no cur-
rents, excellent visibility and warm 
waters. That’s not to say a storm can’t 
blow through or that the moon phase 
won’t wreak havoc with currents, but this 
is comfortable diving with a big payoff.
   The reefs are remarkably healthy — 
these are, after all, marine parks with 
well-established mooring buoys and a 
strict “no-glove” policy — with every-
thing from eagle rays to nurse sharks, 
large groupers to schooling spadefish. 
Most notable of the reefs is Coco’s Sea 
Mount, a large seamount that sits to 
the south of both Utila and Roatán. 
The steep, luscious slopes carpeted in 
sea fans and soft corals cannot be cir-
cumnavigated in one dive, which means 
you can explore the reef at your leisure. 
(Unless the weather picks up, the boat 
typically stays at the site for two dives.) 
You might see an eagle ray at depth, but 
you’re guaranteed to see several barra-
cuda and a large school of horseye jacks 
that live above the reef top at 45 feet.  
   These aren’t especially treacherous 

waters, so it’s no surprise there’s a scar-
city of rusted metal beneath the waves 
— indeed the Bay Islands’ most famous 
and popular wreck is purpose-sunk. El 
Aguila was a cargo ship that ran aground 
in Utila, but Anthony’s Key Resort pur-
chased it to sink in front of the resort 
in ’97. The nearly 250-foot-long wreck, 
which broke into three sections, lies on 

a bed of white sand. There isn’t much 
growth, and the fish life is “limited” to 
several dozen large, photogenic black 
groupers that patrol the blue, but the 
wreck contrasts wonderfully against its 
backdrop and is stunning in the right 
conditions. A reef is only a few feet off 
the starboard side, with a grouper clean-
ing station at 42 feet.
   The Great Wall of Utila and Roatán’s 
Half Moon Bay Wall are awesome in 

their own right, with plunging walls 
bathed in clear water and crammed with 
lobsters, massive channel crabs, hawks-
bill turtles and juvenile drums. If you’re 
lucky, you might even see the Idabel 
sub ascending from a dive deep on Half 
Moon Bay, as we did on one afternoon.
   The most requested dive on the UAII 
itinerary is Cara a Cara, or “face to face.” 

Near Roatán’s cruise-ship dock in the 
east, this little patch reef has been the 
site of a shark feed every morning for 
the past six years. Guests from the UAII 
jump in after the shark-feeding boat 
departs, and drop down to a little sand 
arena at 68 feet. They can remain there 
or set up at any of the little sand patches 
that dot the area, sit back, and watch as 
the six to eight Caribbean reef sharks 
swim around and around.
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The reefs are remarkably healthy  — these are, 
after all, marine parks with well-established 
buoys and a strict “no-glove” policy. 
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5
ReasOns TO 
Dive The Bay 
islanDs On  
The UAII

1 The Food UAII chef 
Andy Swenson pre-
pares meals worthy of 
a Michelin-star-rated 
restaurant. It’s the best 
food you’ll have on a 
live-aboard. Ever.  
2 Whale sharks on our 
week in early February, 
the whale sharks came 
out to play. Guests 
enjoyed the interac-
tion so much, they voted 
unanimously to skip one 
of the day’s five dives to 
snorkel with the sharks 

that patrolled the multi-
ple baitballs.
3 Wide-angle Steep 
walls and reefs packed 
with sea fans and color-
ful sponges make this a 
perfect place to brush 
up on your wide-angle 
photography.
4 Best of Both Worlds 
though they’re relative-
ly close, the best way 
to dive both Utila and 
Roatán during the same 
week is on the only 
live-aboard in the Bay 
Islands.
5 The seamounts As 
diving these open-ocean 
sites is dependent on 
weather and sea con-
ditions, the UAII can 
choose the best day 
among a week of diving 
days to dive them.


